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Bidirectional Support

NLS support for Middle–Eastern and North African languages includes bidirectional support for
languages whose natural writing direction is right–to–left.

Bidirectional support allows developers to control:

• layout direction, which includes displaying items with labels at the right of the item and
correct placement of check boxes and radio buttons

• reading order,  which includes right–to–left (RTL) or left–to–right (LTR) text direction

• alignment, which includes switching point–of–origin from upper left to upper right

In addition to the NLS_LANG environment variable, bidirectional applications may use two
additional NLS_LANG environment variables:

• DEVELOPER_NLS_LANG

• USER_NLS_LANG

Two properties are used to specify the appearance of objects in bidirectional applications:

• Alignment

• Direction

This chart summarizes inheritance for the direction property.

Object Default Setting Derives Value
From This Object

Report NLS environment variable

All objects,
boilerplate, field,
external boilerplate,
button, parameter
form boilerplate

Report

Objects not in the above list either do not require a specific direction property (e.g., images) or
they are automatically defaulted from one of the above object’s properties.

NLS_LANG, DEVELOPER_NLS_LANG, USER_NLS_LANG

NLS_LANG is an environment variable.  If you want to use any NLS feature, you must set this
environment variable so that Reports can locate the NLS components.  Define NLS_LANG in the
same fashion you define other environment variables on your base operating system, keeping in
mind such platform–specific rules as path length, etc..

In most cases, setting a single value for NLS_LANG will meet your needs.  However,  if you need
to use two sets of resource and message files on the same machine at the same time, two other
environment variables are available:
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• DEVELOPER_NLS_LANG

• USER_NLS_LANG

Use these two variables, instead of the single NLS_LANG, in these circumstances:

• If you are a developer who prefers to use the Designer in English, but you are developing an
application for another language, the two variables allow you to use different language
settings for the Reports Designer and Reports Runtime.

• If you are a developer creating an application to run in a language for which a local–language
version of the designer is not currently available.

Note:  If these environment variables are not specifically set, they take their default values from
NLS_LANG.

Direction in Report Property Sheet

Direction in the Report property sheet enables you to specify the direction for the entire report.
The value of Direction serves as the default for layout objects in the report (e.g., fields, boilerplate,
etc.).  It also controls the orientation of the Layout editor (e.g., if Direction is Right to Left, the
orientation of the Layout editor will be right to left).  This means you will not have to manually
move objects to simulate a right to left orientation in the Layout editor.

Following is a list of the Direction options:

• Default means that the direction is determined by the language’s natural writing direction.
(The language is defined by the NLS environment variables.)

• Left to Right means the direction is left to right.

• Right to Left means the direction is right to left.

Alignment in Format Menu

Alignment enables you to choose the justification of fields and boilerplate text in the Layout
editor.  Alignment only has an effect on fields and blocks of boilerplate text.  (Alignment cannot
be specified for a selected section of boilerplate text.)

Following is a list of the Alignment submenu options:

• Left means left–justified, regardless of the Direction property.

• Center means centered, regardless of the Direction property.

• Right means right–justified, regardless of the Direction property.

• Start means text is aligned with the starting edge of the bounding box.  The starting edge
depends on the value of the object’s Direction property.  Start is evaluated as Right alignment
when the direction is Right to Left, and as Left alignment when the direction is Left to Right.
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• End means text is aligned with the ending edge of the bounding box.  The ending edge
depends on the value of the object’s Direction property.  End is evaluated as Left alignment
when the direction is Right to Left, and as Right alignment when the direction is Left to Right.

Direction in Format Menu

Direction enables you to specify the direction for the selected objects.

Following is a list of the Direction submenu options:

• Default means the direction is determined by the report’s Direction property.

• Left to Right means the direction is left to right.

• Right to Left means the direction is right to left.

Note:  Changing the direction of the report or any object only takes effect when running on a
bidirectional platform.

Translating Strings in PL/SQL Code

While the Translation Manager assists in translating messages that are part of the standard
Reports interface, messages that are displayed programmatically require special treatment.  You
can use the PL/SQL libraries to implement a flexible message structure for messages in triggers
or procedures.

For application–specific messages—those displayed programmatically to the screen by the
built–in SRW.MESSAGE—you can use the attachable PL/SQL libraries to implement a flexible
message function.  The library can be stored on the host,  then dynamically attached at runtime.
At runtime, based on a search path, you can pull in the library attached to the report.  (For
example, a library might hold only the Italian messages.)

Example:

FUNCTION nls_appl_mesg(index_no NUMBER)

RETURN CHAR

IS

   msg CHAR(80);

BEGIN

   IF     index_no = 1001 THEN

      msg := ’L’’impiegato che Voi cercate non esiste...’;

   ELSIF  index_no = 1002 THEN

      msg := ’Lo stipendio non puo essere minore di zero.’;

   ELSIF  ...

   :

   ELSE

     msg := ’ERRORE: Indice messaggio inesistente.’;

   END IF;

   RETURN msg;

END;
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A routine like this could be used anywhere a character expression would normally be valid:  for
example, to display an alert with the appropriately translated application message you might
include the following code in your report:

SRW.MESSAGE(1000, nls_appl_mesg);

To change the application to another language, simply replace the PL/SQL library containing the
nls_appl_mesg function with a library of the same name containing  the nls_appl_mesg  function
with translated text.

If the application needs to support multiple languages simultaneously, the function above could
accept an additional parameter indicating the desired language and the code would then contain
an additional level of IF...THEN...ELSIF...ELSE...END IF to handle the various languages.

Before Report Trigger

The Before Report trigger fires before the report is executed but after queries are parsed.  When
the report is executed, the data is fetched and the output formatted.

PL/SQL Exceptions

The table below lists the exception numbers and the names of their corresponding exceptions:

 Exception Number Exception Name 

101500 Integer_Error

101501 User_Exit_Failure

101502 Unknown_User_Exit

101503 Program_Error

101504 Program_Abort

101505 Null_Arguments

101506 Run_Report_Batchno

101507 Run_Report_Failure

101508 Type_Mismatch

101509 Maxrow_Unset

101510 Maxrow_Inerr

101511 Do_Sql_Failure

101512 Context_Failure

101513 Unknown_Query

101514 Run_Report_Useridset

101515 Truncated_Value
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Font Aliasing for Different Character Sets

If you develop a report using one character set (e.g., WE8ISO8859P1) and then use another
character set at runtime (EEC8EUROPA3), ensure that you make appropriate entries in your font
aliasing file (uifont.ali) to map fonts between the character sets.  For example:

”Courier New”.....EEC8EUROPA3 = ”Courier New”.....WE8ISO8859P1

Otherwise, Reports will use a default mapping, which may not satisfy the requirements of your
report.  Font aliasing is described in the Reports Reference Manual.

Preview for Font Aliasing

Font aliasing is not performed when DESTYPE is Screen.  If you want to preview your font
aliasing, set DESTYPE to Preview instead of Screen.

Single Quotes

To pass a single quote from the command line to Reports, you must enter two quotes (one quote
as an escape and one as the actual quote).  For example:

r25run module=myrep destype=file desname=run.out batch=yes p_value=”Roy’’s Batch

Report”

To pass a parameter value with a single quote in it using the Forms RUN_PRODUCT packaged
procedure, you must enter four single quotes (PL/SQL collapses two quotes to one and so does
Reports).  For example, if you wanted to pass the following literal value to an Reports’ parameter:

where ’=’

you would enter the following string in RUN_PRODUCT:

’where ’’’’=’’’’’

Break Order Rule

A column that uses a summary function (e.g., % of Total, Sum, or Variance) cannot be a break
column and cannot have Break Order set.

Size of Message Number

You can specify up to ten digits for the SRW.MESSAGE msg_number parameter.  Numbers less
than five digits will display with leading zeros to a total of five digits.  For example, if you specify
the number 123 , your message number will display as SRW–00123.

Default Page Size

If you choose Centimeter as the report unit of measurement, new reports you create will have a
page size of 21 x 29.7 centimeters (the standard A4 page size).
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Recompiling Reports Locally

If you migrate a report from Version 2.0 on one platform to Version 2.5 on a different platform, we
recommend that you recompile the report on the new platform to enhance performance.

Accessing Graphics Displays

You can access Graphics displays (.ogd files) stored in the file system, only.  Reports currently does
not support accessing Graphics displays from the database.

Passing Record Groups to Reports

When passing a record group from Forms to Reports, LONG columns are not allowed.

Preparing Reports for the World Wide Web

You can send report output to an HTML or a Portable Document Format (PDF) file, and display it
on the World Wide Web.  If you want to make the report interactive, you can add hypertext links.

For more information, see the Cue Cards. (Select Help—>Cue Cards—>Create a
Report—>Prepare a Report for the World Wide Web.)  For detailed reference information, see
the online help.  (Select Help—>Contents—>Reports Reference—>Web Reporting.)

Error Messages

REP–124  Unable to write to the temporary file.

Cause:  Reports tried to write to the temporary file but couldn’t do so.  There may not be enough
free space on your disk.

Action:  Free up some space on your disk.

REP–125  Unable to load NLS character set.

Cause:  The ORA_NLS environment variable is not set, or the character set file could not be
found.

Action:  Make sure the NLS character sets are installed, and the ORA_NLS environment variable
is set to the directory path where the character set files are located.

REP–910  The Cue Cards cannot be found.  Please reinstall Reports and try again.

Cause:  You attempted to run the Cue Cards, but they have not been properly installed.

Action:  Reinstall Reports.
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REP–910  The Quick Tour cannot be found.  Please reinstall the Quick Tour and try again.

Cause:  You attempted to run the Quick Tour, but it has not been properly installed.

Action:  Reinstall the Quick Tour.

REP–1352  The fonts specified for this report cannot be found for the character set specified by
NLS_LANG.

Cause:  The NLS_LANG environment variable specifies a character set for which no font is
available.

Action:  You may choose a font that exists in the character set specified by NLS_LANG.
Alternatively, you may use the font alias file (uifont.ali) to force an available font to be used
instead of the one specified in the report.

REP–1439  Cannot compile program units since this is a runtime only report.

Cause:  The program units are from a foreign platform or an older version of PL/SQL.

Action:  Use the .rdf file instead of the .rep file, or regenerate the .rep file.

REP–4200  Error occurred in the Mail subsystem.

Cause:  An unspecified error occurred during one of the mail operations.  Refer to the
accompanying error message for more information.  Other possible causes of this error include
the following:

Case 1: MAPI is not properly installed.

Case 2: Your Windows mail service provider is not properly installed.

Action:  You can take the following actions to correct this error:

If Case 1: If you have other applications using MAPI, check to see if they are functioning
properly.  If not, try reinstalling MAPI.

If Case 2: Make sure that your Windows mail service provider is installed, and you have
an account on the system.  If you need assistance, ask your Mail administrator.

REP–4201  Error occurred while initializing the Mail subsystem.

Cause:  Reports tried to initialize MAPI, and could not. Refer to the accompanying error message
for more information. Other possible causes of this error include the following:

Case 1: MAPI is not installed, the MAPI DLL is out of date, or the <style
_italic>Mail<style _plain> entry in your WIN.INI file or system registry
points to the wrong location.

Case 2: There is not enough memory available to perform the operation.

Case 3: While logging on, you entered an invalid service profile name, username, or
password.
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Action:  You can take the following actions to correct this error:

If Case 1: Reinstall MAPI, or correct the <style _italic>Mail<style _plain> entry in your
WIN.INI file or system registry.

If Case 2: Exit any unnecessary applications that are running.  If that does not work, see
your Microsoft documentation for suggested procedures to enhance memory
usage.

If Case 3: Make sure your logon information is correct, and try again.  If that does not
work, confirm your account information with your Mail administrator.

REP–4202  Error occurred while logging on to the Mail subsystem.

Cause:  You attempted to log on to the Mail subsystem and an error occurred. Refer to the
accompanying error message for more information. Other possible causes of this error include the
following:

Case 1: You entered an invalid service profile name, username, or password.

Case 2: There is not enough memory available.

Action:  You can take the following actions to correct this error:

If Case 1: Make sure your logon information is correct, and try again.  If that does not
work, confirm your account information with your Mail administrator.

If Case 2: Exit any unnecessary applications that are running.  If that does not work, see
your Microsoft documentation for suggested procedures to enhance memory
usage.

REP–4203  Error occurred while sending a mail message.

Cause:  An error occurred while you were composing or sending a mail message. Refer to the
accompanying error message for more information. Other possible causes of this error include the
following:

Case 1: There is not enough free space on your disk.

Case 2: There is not enough memory available.

Action:  You can take the following actions to correct this error:

If Case 1: Free up some space on your disk.

If Case 2: Exit any unnecessary applications that are running.  If that does not work, see
your Microsoft documentation for suggested procedures to enhance memory
usage.

REP–4204  Error occurred while trying to validate recipient’s name/address. 

Cause:  Reports tried to validate the destination mail address, and an error occurred.

Action:  Confirm that the recipient has a valid mail account, or ask your Mail administrator for
assistance.  Refer to the accompanying error message for more information.
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REP–4220  There is a problem with the Mail subsystem.

Cause:  An unspecified error occurred during one of the mail operations.

Action:  Try to free up some disk space or exit any unnecessary applications that are running.  If
you have other applications using MAPI, check to see if they are functioning properly.  If not, try
reinstalling MAPI.

REP–4221  Cannot access attachment file.

Cause:  An error occurred while trying to access attachment file.  Possible causes of this error
include the following:

Case 1: The attachment file was not found.

Case 2: The attachment file could not be opened, or there was an error reading or
writing it.

Action:  You can take the following actions to correct this error:

If Case 1: Fxit any unnecessary applications that are running.  If that does not work, see
your Microsoft documentation for suggested procedures to enhance memory
usage.

If Case 2: Free up some space on your disk.

REP–4222  There is insufficient memory to complete the operation.

Cause:  The mail operation cannot be completed, because there is not enough memory available.

Action:  Exit any unnecessary applications that are running.  If that does not work, see your
Microsoft documentation for suggested procedures to enhance memory usage.

REP–4223  No space left on device.

Cause:  The mail operation cannot be completed because there is not enough free space available
on your disk.

Action:  Free up some space on your disk.

REP–4224  Incorrect user name, password, or service profile name.

Cause:  The logon information you entered is invalid.

Action:  Make sure your logon information is correct, and try again.  If that does not work,
confirm your account information with your Mail administrator.

REP–4225  The operation cannot be completed because user is not logged on.

Cause:  The mail operation could not be completed.

Action:  Log on to the Mail subsystem, and try again.
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REP–4226  Password is required.

Cause:  You attempted to log on to the Mail subsystem without specifying a password.

Action:  Specify a valid password, and try again.  If that does not work, contact your Mail
administrator.

REP–4227  Invalid service configuration.

Cause:  The Mail subsystem is incorrectly configured.

Action:  Contact your Mail administrator.

REP–4228  MAPI does not support the service requested by Reports.

Cause:  The given implementation of MAPI has limited functionality.

Action:  You may need to upgrade your Windows mail service provider.  Contact your Mail
administrator.

REP–4229  The character set requested is not supported.

Cause:  Your default character set is not supported by MAPI.

Action:  Contact your Mail administrator.

REP–4230  The size of the text string passed is too large.

Cause:  You passed a text string that is too large for the given implementation of MAPI.

Action:  Shorten the string, and try again.

REP–4232  Too many files opened.

Cause:  The given implementation of MAPI does not support the number of files open.

Action:  Close all unnecessary documents.

REP–20140  Opening a report saved with a newer version of Reports.  Functionality may be lost.

Cause:  You tried to open a report with a version of Reports older than the version used to create
the report.  If the report uses functionality unavailable in the older version, that functionality will
be eliminated from the report.

Action:  If you are concerned about losing functionality, do not open the report until you have
upgraded to the most recent version of Reports.
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